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HOW TO GET THERE
#1 By car, through Sweden

- Good and fast roads through Denmark and Sweden, a ferry departure from Stockholm to Turku or Helsinki
- Departures also from Kapellskär (SWE) to Naantali (FIN)
#2 Via Baltica, by car & ferry

- Via Baltica connects Tallinn, Estonia and Praeg, Chech Republic or Berlin, Germany
- There’s 1498km from Germany to Tallinn, Estonia
- A brand new highway A2 covers a full stretch of road between German border and Warsaw, Poland
- A2 is a toll road – cash preferred, Visa and MC accepted.
- Polish roads are quite crowded, but for example driving through Warsaw is not a problem
- After crossing Lithuaninan border, traffic is calm and roads are in very good shape
- There are no checkpoints, stops or any formalities in any border between Germany and Estonia.
#3 Ferries from Germany to Helsinki

- Travelling time app. 27 hours (Travemunde-Helsinki)
- Some connections also from Poland
Ferry Connections

- Viking Line
  [www.vikingline.fi](http://www.vikingline.fi)

- Tallink / Siljaline
  [www.tallinksilja.fi](http://www.tallinksilja.fi)

- Finnlines
  [www.finnlines.com](http://www.finnlines.com)
- Red route 1
  - Denmark-Sweden-Finland

- Red route 2
  - Travemunde/Rostock
  A Ferry from Germany to Helsinki

- Red route 3
  - Via Baltica
Ferry connections to Finland

- Ferry Kapellskär (SWE) - Naantali
- Ferry Stockholm (SWE) - Turku
- Ferries Travemunde/Rostock (GER) – Helsinki / Tallinn (EST) - Helsinki
Poland-Lithuania-Estonia

Left: A2 Highway, Poland
Right: Road to Tallinn, Estonia
Via Baltica, some facts

• Roads are in a good shape, some legs in Poland are under construction
• Enough gasoline stations, also western companies.
• A navigation device is a good help. No lost of satellite connection during the trip.
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